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Via Alberto da Giussano, 15
Milan, 20145
Tel: +39 02 8425 4810
fabio.santacroce@arblit.com
www.arblit.com
WWL says: Fabio Giuseppe Santacroce is
“renowned in the field and has an excellent
legal practice”. Peers note that his “detail
is impressive and he is rigorous in his
preparation for hearings”.
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She is currently pursuing the LLM at Stanford
Law School, fully sponsored by her firm.

Hanjin Building
63 Namdaemun-ro, Jung-gu
Seoul, 04532
Tel: +82 2 772 5902
Fax: +82 2 772 4001
saemee.kim@leeko.com
www.leeko.com
WWL says: Saemee Kim is “one of the
best” arbitration lawyers. She is considered
by market sources to be “very smart,
detail-oriented and able to perfectly grasp
everything without missing a single piece of
material”.
whoswholegal.com

Gasser Partner Attorneys at Law is an

to offices in Vaduz, Vienna and Zurich, as well as
regular collaboration with other international law
firms, Gasser Partner has excellent global links.

Wuhrstrasse 6
Postfach 479
Vaduz, 9490
Tel: +423 236 30 80
michael.nueber@gasserpartner.com
www.gasserpartner.com
WWL says: Michael Nueber is “a very
thorough lawyer” and “outstanding
colleague” who ranks highly thanks to
his work on international arbitration
proceedings relating to construction and
corporate disputes.

